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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Therapeutic proteins and monoclonal antibodies 

Protein-based therapeutics are an essential part of treatment options in current 

medicine. The first therapeutic protein administered was insulin in 1922, purified from 

animal pancreas.[1] Decades later, the development of recombinant DNA technology 

in 1979 enabled the manufacturing of protein pharmaceuticals on a larger scale, 

starting with insulin derived from E.coli.[2] The first monoclonal antibody approved by 

the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1986 was Orthoclone OKT3 

(Muronomab CD3) based on the murine hybridoma technology from Köhler and 

Milstein.[3, 4] Since then, more than 100 mAbs were approved by the FDA and the 

European Medicines Agency (EMA) until 2022, representing a broad spectrum of 

therapeutic applications including cancer, immune-mediated disorders, infectious 

diseases, cardiovascular/hemostasis disorders, neurological disorders, genetic 

diseases, ophthalmic disorders, and musculoskeletal disorders.[5, 6]  

Antibodies are large proteins with a molecular weight typically around 150 kDa. The 

most common mAb is immunoglobulin G (IgG) composed of two heavy (2x HC with 50 

kDa) and two light chains (2x LC with 25 kDa) (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1. Scheme of an IgG structure. Two heavy chains (HC) and two light chains (LC) are 
connected via disulfide bonds. Both chains comprise variable (Vx) and constant (Cx) domains. 
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Both chains comprise variable (VL and VH) and constant domains (CL, CH1-3), and are 

linked via 16 intra- and intermolecular disulfide bonds. A key attribute of mAbs is their 

high affinity toward target antigens determined by the complementary-determining 

region (CDR) in the variable domains VL and VH which are part of the fragment antigen 

binding (Fab). Another important attribute is the ability to recruit other immune cells to 

support the killing of the target cells. The latter is mediated by the C-terminal area of 

the heavy chain, the fragment crystallizable (Fc) part. The characteristic of high 

specificity makes mAbs exceptionally efficient for the treatment of autoimmune or 

cancer diseases.  

Of the four existing subclasses of IgG (IgG1-4), the subclass IgG1 is frequently 

selected for the production of therapeutic mAbs using mammalian cells such as 

Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. MAbs produced by CHO cells contain 

glycosylation as a common posttranslational modification (PTM) at Asp 297 in each of 

the heavy chains. Glycosylation plays also an important role for the stability and the 

prevention of aggregation.[7] Combinations of multiple possible sugars form different 

glycoforms affecting among others the immune response by binding to Fcγ 

receptors.[8, 9]  

 

Therapeutic mAbs undergo several processing steps during production, purification, 

and concentration leading to potential heterogeneities. These include filtration, 

protein A affinity chromatography, cation exchange chromatography, and anion 

exchange chromatography for the removal of impurities derived from the host cell, such 

as proteins, aggregates, DNA, or endotoxins.[10]  

The characterization of occurring mAb variants is essential for the quality control and 

release testing of protein pharmaceuticals. Therefore, an important field of analytical 

research and development regarding product quality, safety, and stability has been 

implemented.  

 

1.1.1 MAb heterogeneity and PTMs 

Heterogeneity in therapeutic mAbs can occur from PTMs and physicochemical 

transformations either during manufacturing and subsequent processing or during 

storage. As the heterogeneity of a product defines the quality, it is an important 

surveillance parameter assuring lot-to-lot consistency.[11] The International 
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Conference on Harmonization (ICH) Q6B differentiates here between “product-related 

substances” and “product-related impurities”. The first mentioned “product-related 

substances” comprise variants with comparable activity, efficacy, and safety as the 

desired product but have nevertheless to be characterized thoroughly. The latter 

mentioned “product-related impurities” comprise precursors or degradation products 

not having comparable properties to the desired activity, efficacy, and safety.[11] Such 

undesired modifications can result in changes of mass, charge, or hydrophobicity 

which could have an impact on the safety of patients. Relevant examples include N-

terminal modifications such as pyroGlu formation (mass and charge), Asn deamidation 

(mass and charge), Asp isomerization (charge and hydrophobicity), succinimide 

formation (mass, charge, and hydrophobicity), Met oxidation (mass and 

hydrophobicity), glycosylation (mass and charge) and C-terminal Lys clipping (mass, 

charge, and hydrophobicity).[12–14]  

 

1.1.2 Characterization of mAb heterogeneity  

Several chromatographic techniques are established in the quality control for extended 

characterization of mAb heterogeneity.[15] These include reversed-phase liquid 

chromatography (RPLC) [16], size exclusion chromatography (SEC) [17], hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HIC and HILIC) [18, 19], and ion 

exchange chromatography (IEC) [20]. Electrophoretic separation techniques are also 

an indispensable part of process development, quality control, and release testing of 

biopharmaceuticals.[21–26] These methods include capillary zone electrophoresis 

(CZE) and capillary isoelectric focusing (CIEF or imaged (i)CIEF) for charge 

heterogeneity analysis [27–29] as well as capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) for the 

determination of size heterogeneity and size impurities.[30, 31] 

Characterization of charge heterogeneity is an essential part of pharmaceutical 

development and quality control of therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). The 

precise localization and identification via mass spectrometry (MS) of these 

modifications is an important aspect of biopharmaceutical quality control and the goal 

of various analytical techniques. One of the most common types of mAb heterogeneity 

is deamidation, usually linked with non-enzymatic irreversible degradation forming Asp 

or isoAsp via a succinimide intermediate [32–34] having a potential impact on the 

safety and efficacy of mAbs, as well as reduced potency.[12, 35] Deamidation 
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increases the molecular mass by only +0.984 Da making it challenging for mass 

spectrometric detection, especially on the intact protein level. At the same time, 

deamidation can be artificially induced by sample preparation steps, especially when 

elevated pH is involved. The characterization of mAb charge heterogeneity, in 

particular of deamidation, is therefore of high interest for the biopharmaceutical 

development and quality control units. IEC, CZE, and (i)CIEF are the analytical 

techniques of choice for this purpose and are frequently applied in the 

biopharmaceutical sector.  

 

1.2 Capillary electrophoresis 

Electrophoresis is the differential movement of ions by attraction or repulsion in an 

electric field and was introduced by Tiselius in 1937 for the separation of proteins in 

free solution.[36] However, the separation efficiency was limited due to high Joule 

heating and diffusion in free solutions. Jorgensen and Lukacs improved the technique 

during the 1980s and were the first to perform capillary electrophoresis (CE) in 75 µm 

(ID) fused silica (FS) capillaries.[37] This approach led to much less generated heat 

and better separation efficiency. Today, CE is usually performed with 30–50 µm ID 

capillaries or on microfluidic (glass) chips.[38] A basic CE system is shown in Figure 

2.  

 

 

Figure 2. Basic scheme of a CE system with UV detection. The capillary is immersed in two 
vessels containing BGE. The capillary is filled with BGE. The sample is injected from the 
sample vial using pressure or voltage. Upon applying voltage, the sample migrates toward 
the detector. 
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Both ends of a fused silica capillary are immersed into two buffer reservoirs each 

containing conductive liquid (background electrolyte, BGE). Additionally, two 

electrodes are immersed in the BGE reservoirs and connected to a high voltage (HV) 

power supply capable to apply voltages up to ±30 kV. Sample injection is performed 

by exchanging one of the buffer reservoirs with a sample vial and either by applying 

pressure or vacuum at one of the buffer reservoirs (hydrodynamic injection), by 

applying voltage (electrokinetic injection), or by elevating or lowering one of the 

reservoirs (siphoning injection). Electrokinetic injection is preferred when using viscous 

BGE systems. The amount of sample injected depends here strongly on the ion 

strength of the sample. Pressure-assisted injections are usually applied in non-viscous, 

aqueous systems. Detection can be done optically (absorbance of ultraviolet radiation, 

UV; laser-induced fluorescence, LIF) or by MS. The inner surface of FS capillaries 

comprise silanol groups. These silanol groups are deprotonated at a pH > ~4 leading 

to a negative charge of the inner wall. Cations from the BGE can form then a fixed 

layer (“Stern layer”). When more cations start to attach to the wall, a second mobile 

layer is created. This second diffuse layer will start to move towards the cathode if high 

voltage is applied, creating an electroosmotic flow (EOF). The EOF has a stamp-like 

flow profile, unlike the laminar flow profile known from pressure-driven systems (e.g 

HPLC), and can be controlled or suppressed by adjusting the pH, ionic strength, or 

modifications to the surface (coatings). 

 

CZE is the most commonly used separation mode in today’s CE applications. In CZE, 

analytes migrate according to their respective charge and hydrodynamic radius in an 

electric field. The analyte migration velocity is determined by the electrophoretic 

mobility and the electric field strength (equation 1.1): 

 

𝑣 =  𝜇𝑒  ∙  𝐸                                                  (1.1) 

 

𝑣:  ion velocity 

𝜇𝑒: electrophoretic mobility  

𝐸: electric field strength 

 

The electric field strength is a result of the applied voltage (V) and the capillary total 
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length (L), given in V/cm. The electrophoretic mobility depends on the ion charge, 

viscosity of the surrounding medium, and lastly on the ion’s hydrodynamic radius 

(equation 1.2): 

𝜇𝑒 =  
𝑞

6∙𝜋∙𝜂∙𝑟
                                                  (1.2) 

 

𝑞: ion charge 

𝜂: viscosity of the surrounding medium 

𝑟: hydrodynamic ion radius 

 

The number of charges on analytes can be controlled by adapting the pH of the BGE. 

This is of particular interest, especially for charge heterogeneity analysis of proteins.  

 

1.3 Capillary isoelectric focusing 

Another frequently used CE technique for the determination of charge heterogeneity is 

capillary isoelectric focusing (CIEF). CIEF was introduced in 1985 and is based on a 

pH gradient formed by carrier ampholytes (CA) after applying an electric field.[39] CA 

are a complex mixture of many different zwitterionic molecules [40] and are injected 

together with the sample (proteins or peptides) in a capillary with one end immersed in 

an acidic, usually low pH solution (anolyte; e.g. H3PO4 at pH 1) and the other end 

immersed in a basic, usually high pH solution (catholyte; e.g. NaOH at pH 14). Upon 

applying an electric field, the ampholytes form a pH gradient and proteins or peptides 

are focused according to their isoelectric point (pI). In CIEF, the focused analytes are 

usually detected via UV at 280 nm in the capillary window due to the high background 

absorption of ampholytes in the lower UV range. Anodic spacers such as iminodiacetic 

acid (IDA; pI 2.2) and cathodic spacers such as arginine (Arg, pI 10.7) are often applied 

to block the respective capillary length in front of the capillary window. After the 

focusing process has finished, a mobilization step is required. This can be done either 

pressure-mediated or by chemical mobilization.[41] For pressure-assisted 

mobilization, low pressure (< 20-30 mbar) is applied to the CE inlet side while high 

voltage is still being kept on and the focused zone is forced to move through the 

detection window. However, due to the applied pressure a laminar flow is induced 

leading to zone broadening (peak broadening) and potential loss of peak resolution. 
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During chemical mobilization, the outlet vial (usually catholyte) is exchanged for a 

chemical mobilizer, e.g. acidic acid (pH 4). The high voltage is kept on and the focused 

zone is mobilized toward the detector.  

Chemical mobilization is often preferred over pressure-assisted mobilization due to 

less zone broadening. Prevention of protein adsorption to the capillary wall, protein 

aggregation, and precipitation is of special interest in CIEF methods, as the proteins 

are forced to their pI associated with low solubility. For this reason, often urea or 

equivalent substances are added to maintain protein solubility and in addition, effective 

neutral capillary coatings are applied to suppress a potential, undesired EOF. 

The closely related technique imaged (i)CIEF was introduced in the 1990s, using whole 

column imaging detection (WCID) instead of the classical one-point detection [42, 43]. 

Nowadays, iCIEF is performed with specifically designed iCIEF cartridges and 

dedicated iCIEF instruments [44, 45]. Figure 3 shows the basic scheme of an iCIEF 

cartridge.  

 

 

Figure 3. Basic scheme of an iCIEF cartridge. The sample mixture containing mAb and 
ampholytes is introduced from the autosampler via the sample transfer capillary. Focusing 
voltage is applied via electrodes immersed in anolyte and catholyte. UV detection occurs over 
the whole separation capillary (imaged). After the focusing process has finished, the focused 
zones can be mobilized by pressure via a syringe pump and the sample transfer capillary 
toward the transfer capillary while keeping constant voltage. Fraction collection or ESI-MS can 
be connected to the transfer capillary. 

 

iCIEF cartridges comprise a separation capillary with a length of 50 mm between two 

vessels filled with anolyte and catholyte, respectively. The whole separation capillary 

is imaged by a CMOS camera at 280 nm. As the proteins are focused in the separation 
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capillary between the two vessels, no spacers are required in contrast to conventional 

CIEF. In addition, no mobilization is required and the whole focusing process can be 

monitored online and in real-time. Therefore, less time per analysis is needed and 

adverse mobilization effects (e.g. zone broadening) are avoided. 

 
Depending on the manufacturer, different cartridges, cartridge coatings, and 

instrument configurations are available. In this work, an iCIEF instrument from 

Advanced Electrophoresis Solutions Ltd. (AES) was used providing the possibility for 

fraction collection or direct transfer of focused samples towards MS. iCIEF cartridges 

are available with IDs ranging from 100 to 320 µm and different coatings preventing 

protein adsorption to the capillary wall (fluorocarbon (FC), polyacrylamide derivative 

(PA), and acrylamide derivative (AD) (https://ceinfinite.com/product/shop-cartridges/).  

 

1.4 Charge heterogeneity analysis of proteins by CZE and CIEF 

A well-suited and frequently used method for fast charge heterogeneity analysis by 

CZE was introduced in 2011 using an ε-amino-caproic acid (EACA) based BGE with a 

pH of 5.7.[47] At pH 5.7, proteins are present in a zwitterionic state due to 

deprotonated, negatively charged carboxyl groups (pka ~4-4.5) and protonated, 

positively charged primary amino groups (pka ~10). The high concentration of around 

400 mM EACA reduces interaction with the capillary wall to prevent the adsorption of 

positively charged proteins with the negatively charged silanol groups of the capillary 

wall. In addition, 2 mM triethylenetetramine (TETA) and 0.05 % hydroxypropyl 

methylcellulose (HPMC) serve as dynamic coating and for electroosmotic flow (EOF) 

suppression. The charge-based separated proteins and mAbs are detected via UV at 

214 nm. This particular method for charge heterogeneity testing is routinely applied in 

the development and quality control of biopharmaceuticals.[27] Figures 4A and B show 

the well-known and for a long time used mAb trastuzumab analyzed with two different 

charge-based CE techniques: (i) charge heterogeneity assay based on CZE with an 

EACA-based BGE (Figure 4A) (ii) the imaged UV profile after isoelectric focusing 

(Figure 4B).  
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Figure 4. Comparison of Trastuzumab analyzed with CZE (EACA) and iCIEF A) CZE(EACA) 
of Trastuzumab (1 mg/mL). BGE: 400 mM EACA, 2 mM TETA, 0.05% HPC, pH 5.7) UV 
detection at 214 nm B) iCIEF-UV image of Trastuzumab (1 mg/mL), 1.5 % Pharmalyte 8-10.5 
and 0.5% Pharmalyte 3-10. 

 

Both techniques provide charge heterogeneity profiles and are utilized for the 

characterization and quality control of mAbs in the biopharmaceutical sector.[48] CZE 

is very fast (down to > 5 min/sample) providing a charge heterogeneity profile that is 

often used for the determination of the ratios of basic and acidic groups compared to 

the main variant. In contrast to CZE, CIEF provides the exact pI determination using pI 

markers and can provide greater charge variant separation resolution (small pI 

deviations < 0.01 detectable) but requires intensive method development and a longer 

time per sample. Though these two approaches provide great selectivity towards 

charge variants of mAbs, they are lacking any information about the occurring type of 

modification and their respective position in the protein sequence. Therefore, the 

identification of mAb charge variants and localization of (charge-related) PTMs based 

on MS is crucial for safety and efficacy. However, an EACA-based BGE, ampholytes 

and sample matrix applied in IEF interfere significantly with electrospray ionization 

(ESI) which is the most commonly applied ionization technique for proteins.  

 

1.5 CE-MS of proteins and mAbs 

Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) is extensively used for the 

characterization of proteins and mAbs.[49] Electrospray ionization in positive mode is 

the state-of-the-art ionization technique for biomolecules such as proteins due to the 

availability of amino acid side chains that can be protonated. This results in multiply 

charged ions that are formed during the electrospray process enabling the detection of 
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proteins ranging from a few kDa up to a few hundred kDa, depending on the type of 

MS instrument. The analysis of intact and fragmented mAb species is here of special 

interest to identify and localize occurring PTMs within the protein sequence. The desire 

to reach sensitivity that allows the characterization of low-abundant protein species 

was one critical factor driving the development of more efficient CE-MS interfaces over 

the past two decades. Consequently, there is a high demand for sensitive CE-MS 

interfaces which can meet the requirements of the biopharmaceutical industry and 

other protein-related research fields. 

 

1.5.1 Mass spectrometry interfacing 

Several ways of CE-MS hyphenation exist, depending on the CE mode and the type 

of MS instrument. [50, 51] The two most frequently applied CE-MS interfaces are: (i) 

sheath flow interfaces, and (ii) sheathless interfaces. For a long time, the widely used 

co-axial sheath liquid interface (“triple tube sprayer”) was the state-of-the-art CE-MS 

interface providing simplicity, versatility, and robustness [52]. In this type of interface, 

a sheath flow of 2-10 µL/min and a nebulizing gas are applied. The much higher sheath 

flow compared to the CE effluent (typically <100 nL/min) causes a significant dilution 

effect thereby reducing sensitivity. In addition, the applied nebulizing gas forms a 

“suction effect” at the capillary outlet creating a more parabolic-like flow profile that 

introduces additional zone broadening of the analytes.[53, 54]  

Nanoflow sheath liquid interfaces and sheathless interfaces operate without a 

nebulizing gas flow and with a total ESI fluid consumption in the sub-µL range 

(nanoESI). NanoESI is considered very efficient at ionization, reducing matrix effects, 

and increasing sensitivity.[55] The commercial introduction of a sheathless interface in 

2007 (“CESI”)[56] and two nano sheath flow interfaces in 2010 (“EMASS-II” and a 

“flow-through microvial interface”)[57, 58] enabled access to nanoESI for a broad 

group of CE-MS users. Each commercially available interface has its characteristics 

and prize, whereby the CESI interface being the most expensive. The gain of sensitivity 

depending on the type of interface and analyte has been demonstrated by Höcker et 

al.[59] However, occasional emitter clogging and bubble formation interfere with the 

measurement process. In addition, the usage and handling of these interfaces require 

considerable expertise. [60, 61] One approach to improve some of these issues with 

current nanoflow sheath liquid interfaces was shown by utilizing a two-capillary 
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approach. [62] Though this approach was beneficial in preventing emitter clogging and 

bubble formation, the set-up was still laborious and had a high risk to break the required 

etched capillaries, and had generally limited ease of use. Further optimization and 

potential commercialization would be necessary to make this type of sensitive CE-MS 

interface more accessible and convenient to use. 

 

1.6 Two-dimensional capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry 

(CE-CE-MS) 

Certain CE modes are very challenging to hyphenate to MS regardless of the utilized 

interface as the respective electrolytes require highly ESI-interfering substances. 

These methods (CZE, CIEF, CGE) are exceptionally important for the characterization 

and quality control of biopharmaceuticals but cannot be directly coupled to MS, or only 

to a limited extent. In general, multi-dimensional separation systems are used to 

increase the peak capacity by choosing different selectivity for each dimension and 

therefore increase the separation power. The concept of two-dimensional CE-MS (CE-

CE-MS) was introduced to allow MS-incompatible CE methods in the first dimension 

and an MS-compatible CE method in the second dimension for successful CE-CE-MS 

coupling.[63] The second dimension serves mostly as a clean-up step to transfer any 

peak or analyte towards interference-free MS detection with an MS-compatible BGE 

after a heart-cut procedure but can also provide separation power when underlying 

species are transferred. Our group around Prof. Neusüß has already shown many 

examples with various CE modes which were successfully coupled to MS via a 

mechanical valve: CZE-CZE-MS [64, 65], CIEF-CZE-MS [66, 67], iCIEF-CZE-MS [63], 

and CE(SDS)-CZE-MS [68–70]. Figure 5 shows the schematic set-up of two CE 

instruments coupled to a valve and hyphenated to MS. One CE instrument serves as 

the first dimension with an external UV detector and an external CE outlet vial. The 

second CE instrument serves as the second dimension and is hyphenated to MS via 

a (nano flow) sheath liquid interface. One major challenge in two-dimensional CE-CE 

coupling is the timing of the heart-cut procedure. There are different ways to tackle this 

depending on the CE mode, either via constant voltage or via applied pressure after 

the peak of interest has reached the detection point. Pressure-assisted positioning 

relies on constant backpressure of the system which can be difficult as many utilized 

BGE components from first dimensions (gel, high molar buffers) tend to precipitate and 
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clog capillaries or parts of the valve when getting in contact with boundary surfaces. 

Another challenge is the precise transfer of minimal peak volumes (4-20 nL) with as 

low dead volume as possible. Up to now, the second dimension was used for clean-

up or complexing SDS (CGE-CZE-MS). Nevertheless, in one example it was possible 

to achieve a separation of two underlying species in the second dimension which were 

separated together in the first dimension.[68] The second dimension can thus be used 

for clean-up, additional separation power, and complexing reactions or other sample 

treatment options. One interesting approach is here in-capillary denaturing and 

digestion, providing fast incubation times while keeping high digestion efficiency and 

having a lower risk of induction of artificial modifications than in off-line reactions in 

solution.[71–73] The concept of in-capillary digestion was up to date not applied in a 

two-dimensional CE-CE system and would allow getting a deep insight into the PTM 

localization on the peptide level of charge-based separated therapeutic mAbs. 

 

 

Figure 5. Schematic set-up of two CE instruments coupled via a nanoliter valve. The first 
dimension can be any CE mode with UV detection in front of the valve. The second CE 
dimension can be any volatile, MS-compatible BGE. Below the scheme are two pictures of a 
running CZE-CZE system hyphenated to MS via a nanoflow sheath liquid interface.  
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1.7 Objectives of the work 

 

This thesis deals with the challenges and possibilities of ESI-MS coupling of charge-

based CE separation techniques for the characterization of mAbs. CE method 

development and technical developments are supposed to enable direct (CE-MS) and 

two-dimensional (CE-CE-MS) hyphenation of electromigrative protein charge 

heterogeneity methods to MS. This should be accomplished by the development of 

suitable technical solutions, analytical methods, and example applications.  

 

The application and development of commercialized and home-built nanoESI 

interfaces have grown strongly during the past decade providing a sensitive approach 

for CE-MS methods. Nevertheless, the ease of use, robustness, and lack of flexibility 

are still pain points for many potential users. Therefore, the first part of this thesis is 

dedicated to the development and characterization of a nanoflow sheath liquid ESI-MS 

interface for sensitive CE-MS coupling combined with ease of use (manuscript I).  

 

In the next part of my thesis, the goal was to couple iCIEF directly to MS. In recent 

years, iCIEF has emerged as an important method for charge heterogeneity analysis 

of intact mAb drug products. In addition to the charge heterogeneity profile, 

characterization by MS is desired for quality control, efficacy, and safety of the drug. 

Coupling of IEF methods to MS is in general challenging due to the required chemicals, 

especially if low abundant charge variants are subject to focus. The CE-MS interface 

development (manuscript I) enables the direct iCIEF-MS coupling for the 

characterization of intact mAb charge variants (manuscript II).  

 

In general, two-dimensional CE-MS coupling can be used to combine an ESI-

interfering first dimension with a second ESI-MS compatible dimension (manuscript 

III). In the third part of my thesis, the goal was the development of a two-dimensional 

CZE-CZE-MS set-up and method for the characterization of mAb charge 

heterogeneity. In addition to the type of charge variant in intact mAb molecules, PTM 

localization on the peptide level is crucial for thorough characterization. The frequently 

applied CZE method containing an ESI-interfering buffer based on EACA is not 

compatible with the standard digestion enzyme trypsin. A two-dimensional CZE-CZE-
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MS system is therefore developed for charge-based CZE separation of intact mAbs in 

combination with a heart-cut of a specific charge variant peak, subsequent in-capillary 

digestion, and peptide mapping using the aspartate protease pepsin (manuscript IV). 
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2 Overview manuscripts 

 

Manuscript I 

 

Schlecht J, Stolz A, Hofmann A, Gerstung L, Neusüß C (2021) nanoCEasy: An Easy, 

Flexible, and Robust Nanoflow Sheath Liquid Capillary Electrophoresis-Mass 

Spectrometry Interface Based on 3D Printed Parts. Analytical Chemistry 

93(44):14593–14598 

 

This manuscript describes the development, set-up, and characterization of a sensitive 

and flexible CE-MS interface. It consists of 3D-printed parts, provides a two-capillary 

set-up, and requires less handling expertise than in other commercially available 

interfaces.  

 

Manuscript II 

 

Schlecht J, Moritz B, Kiessig S, Neusüß C (2023) Characterization of Therapeutic 

mAb Charge Heterogeneity by iCIEF Coupled to Mass Spectrometry (iCIEF-MS). 

Electrophoresis 44 (5-6):540–548 

 

This manuscript describes the direct coupling of a preparative iCIEF instrument to a 

mass spectrometer using a sensitive and flexible CE-MS interface. Several parameters 

were investigated and specific parameters for iCIEF-MS characterization of two 

different mAbs could be determined. 

 

Manuscript III 

 

Schlecht J, Jooß K, Neusüß C (2018) Two-dimensional capillary electrophoresis-

mass spectrometry (CE-CE-MS): coupling MS-interfering capillary electromigration 

methods with mass spectrometry. Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry 

410(25):6353–6359 
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This manuscript describes the possibilities and challenges of two-dimensional capillary 

electrophoresis coupled with mass spectrometry. It highlights advantages and possible 

fields of applications with a few examples, as well as technical requirements and 

limitations.  

 

Manuscript IV 

 

Schlecht J, Jooß K, Moritz B, Kiessig S, Neusüß C (2023). Two-Dimensional Capillary 

Zone Electrophoresis-Mass Spectrometry: Intact mAb Charge Variant Separation 

Followed by Peptide Level Analysis Using In-Capillary Digestion. Analytical Chemistry 

95(8):4059-4066 

 

This manuscript describes a two-dimensional capillary electrophoresis set-up coupled 

to mass spectrometry applying a non-MS compatible method in the first dimension and 

an MS-compatible dimension in the second dimension. The first dimension separated 

intact charge variants of monoclonal antibodies and in the second dimension on-line 

reduction, digestion, and peptide mapping of these variants were performed. 
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2.2 Manuscript II 

FORM 1 

Manuscript No. II 

Manuscript title:  
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 First author,  Co-first author,  Corresponding author,  Co-author. 
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3 Discussion 

 

This thesis deals with different ways of CE-MS coupling using MS-interfering 

substances. This includes the development of a sensitive and flexible CE-MS interface 

(manuscript I) and the application of this interface for mass spectrometric 

characterization of intact and digested charge-based separated mAbs (manuscripts II 

and IV). Another focus was on the concept of two-dimensional CE-MS coupling (CE-

CE-MS) including a novel in-capillary digestion approach (manuscript III). 

 

3.1 nanoCEasy CE-MS interface 

 

Sensitivity is a top priority in the development of CE-MS interfaces. In addition, 

simplified handling and ease of use are also important parameters for CE-MS coupling 

approaches. The nanoCEasy interface closes the gap in terms of usability with the so 

far existing types of CE-MS interfaces. It was developed to allow easy and flexible 

operation while providing sufficient sensitivity for many kinds of CE-MS applications. 

The first and one of the most important parameters during the development was 

usability. Other so far available commercial interfaces operating in the nanoESI range 

suffer from the ease of use as they require quite some handling expertise. The 

introduced plug & play approach using two 3D printed devices and matching sleeves 

makes any exchanges of emitters capillaries easily accessible. The combination of the 

previously presented two-capillary approach provides flexibility regarding sample 

matrix and coatings during ESI operation without removing the separation capillary 

from the interface. This valve-like approach enabled the operation of CE modes using 

ESI-interfering substances with a minimum of hands-on-time (exchanging the position 

of the two capillaries). It enabled also on-line (re)coating of capillaries and modes as 

CIEF-MS, including exchange of the SL (corresponds catholyte or anolyte, depending 

on used polarity) for chemical mobilization. The two capillaries were arranged in the 

“conditioning mode”, where the SL capillary is in front of the emitter and the separation 

capillary is pulled back (see Figure 6A). Any flow of the separation capillary (for 

example coating solution) is flushed back to the waste. When the separation starts, the 

positions are switched (see Figure 6B) and the separation capillary is in front of the 
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emitter. Incoming separated analytes are then mixed with the SL and ionized during 

the ESI process. In this way, the analytes of interest in a specific time window can be 

selected for ESI and MS detection without the risk of contamination or ESI interference.  

 

 

Figure 6. Conditioning mode and separation mode in the ESI emitter with the two-capillary 
approach. A) Conditioning mode, SL capillary in front. Any flow of the CE flows to the waste. 
B) Separation mode, CE capillary in front, analytes are ionized and sprayed toward MS. 

 

The robustness of the interface could be shown regarding the distance of the emitter 

to the MS orifice, the distance of the separation capillary to the emitter tip, and between 

different emitters. The robustness between different emitter batches and sizes was not 

included in the discussed study and could be an interesting and important topic for 

future studies, especially if the demand for emitters would increase due to more users 

of this type of interface. Another parameter regarding emitters would be the application 

of coatings to prevent potential sample adsorption to the inner emitter glass wall. The 

emitters could also be coated hydrophobically on the outside of the tip to stabilize the 

ES process. Other factors contributing to potentially different emitter performance are 

the length of the emitter tip and therefore shape and geometry. These parameters 

change with the tip ID (small tip ID = longer tip length).  

The positioning of the separation capillary in the emitter tip was previously shown to 

be robust within certain limits. The capillary tip can be very close to the emitter tip but 

should not touch the inner emitter walls to still allow sheath liquid to pass and mix with 

the CE effluent before the ES process. Therefore, the outer diameter of the separation 

capillary must be reduced. This was accomplished by an etching process with 

hydrofluoric acid (HF). This process required the preparation of the capillaries, a 

workplace suited for the use of HF including safety measures and very cautious 

handling with HF. As not every university or industrial employer is open about using 
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HF for obvious safety reasons, other alternatives such as capillary grinding could be 

considered for the future. This would enable a mechanical capillary treatment to 

manufacture tapered capillaries in a reproducible manner. In addition, the preparation 

of pre-coated capillaries would be simplified with a lower risk of damaging any possible 

capillary coating.  

The liquid consumption or ES flow rate using a specific emitter and type of SL can be 

an important and interesting parameter for method development and troubleshooting. 

The precise determination of the absolute flow rate / liquid consumption is challenging 

as it depends on many factors, such as MS instrument, ES voltage, distance, type of 

SL, resistivity, amount of CE effluent, and mixing of CE effluent and SL. In addition, 

the emitter tip size and tip surface may have an impact on the ES and the 

sensitivity.[74] Therefore, an approach using different isotopically labeled standards 

(C12/C13) in the SL and the CE effluent (BGE) would help to investigate to determine 

the actual flow rate under specific conditions.  

Using 3D printed parts allowed fast development and testing of prototypes for the 

interface. The 3D printing process and the material were chosen with respect to the 

high accuracy of the printed parts and the smoothness of the material. The 3D printing 

process using a layer-by-layer technique applying selective droplets of light-curable 

resin was chosen as the printing process as it provides high precision and resolution 

for structures in the µm range.[75] Two different materials are used in this process, 

one is a non-light curable material forming a supportive structure with spatially 

constrained volumes which are filled with the second material, a light-curable resin. 

The desired structures (channels or cavities) were printed with the second material 

which can be dissolved at the end of the polymerization process.[76] The accuracy 

was important as the used PEEK tubing and sleeves should fit in the interface part 

without any additional fixation. The smoothness of the inner surface was important to 

avoid material abrasion and breaking of etched capillaries during insertion or position 

changes. Another important parameter was the stability of the material against 

chemical solvents and organic acids such as IPA, MeOH, FA, and HAc. Another big 

advantage of using 3D printed parts is low development and material costs, as well as 

easy adaptation for different future designs and developments.[77] 

Figure 7 shows schemes of the two different parts of the nanoCEasy interface, the 

interface unit (Figure 7A) and the positioning unit (Figure 7B).  
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Figure 7. Schemes of the interface unit and the positioning unit of the nanoCEasy interface. 
A) Interface unit with channels for emitter, electrode, waste, and capillaries (left to right). Lower 
part: side view. B) Positioning unit with three channels. Two for capillary positioning, and the 
middle channel for insertion of the capillaries into the interface unit. Lower part: side view. C) 
Suggested improvement for the interface unit with a cavity on top of the triangle shape (dashed 
line).  
 

The channels shown in Figure 7A were designed in a way that PEEK and FEP tubing 

sleeves fit into them holding by themselves. The capillaries could thus be inserted from 

the right side through a sleeve and further into an emitter (left channel, held by another 

sleeve) without touching the inner wall of the interface unit. The electrode was inserted 

with a third sleeve from the lower side of the scheme, protruding into the middle of the 

triangle shape. The fourth sleeve serves as a waste channel for the excess sheath 

liquid. Figure 7B shows the positioning unit with three channels. The two outer 

channels were designed in a way that the capillaries can be squeezed into the narrower 

part of the channel without sleeves. The middle channel served as insertion help for 

the capillaries into the first tubing sleeve. The two capillaries were thus first inserted 

via the middle channel and then fixed via the outer channels. All channels in both parts 

were on the same height level to facilitate easier capillary insertion and to avoid the 

risk of breaking the etched separation capillary at a solid surface. 

One potential issue during the operation of the nanoCEasy interface was the formation 

of bubbles from the compression/decompression of SL by the SL syringe pump. These 

bubbles were occasionally transported to the emitter tip and caused ES interferences 

or disruptions. A big advantage of the chosen material was the transparency which 

allowed observation and mitigation of these occurring bubbles. The bubble formation 

could be prevented by using constant low flow rates of the SL syringe and avoiding 

high-pressure peaks. Another option for air bubble mitigation could be adapting the 

design of the interface by adding another channel ranging from the middle channel to 
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the top surface to catch occurring air bubbles before they enter the front part of the 

emitter as depicted in Figure 7C. A third option would be to use another type of pump, 

either a pump originating from HPLC with degassing technology, or any other pump 

operated by air pressure providing constant pressure. This would also allow longer 

operation times without refilling the SL syringe. Longer operation times without refilling 

the SL syringe are crucial for the future automation of the interface and unattended 

operation.  

A first automation setup could be realized after the publication of manuscript I using a 

step motor with 50 nm increments for the positioning of the separation capillary (AG-

LS25 Linear Stage and AG-UC2 Agilis Controller by Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA, 

USA). Therefore, the separation capillary was fixed on the moving plate of the step 

motor enabling automated movement between the conditioning mode and the 

separation mode (Figure 8B). In addition, an Arduino ATmega328 microcontroller 

(AZdelivery, Deggendorf, Germany) was used to communicate the CE trigger signal 

(start of the measurement by voltage drop) to a LabView virtual instrument (VI) that 

controls the step motor (with the separation capillary attached) either to the 

conditioning position or the separation position (Figure 8A and C). In this way, 

automated movement of the separation capillary to the separation position or 

conditioning position triggered by the CE could be shown. This automation setup is 

expected to be improved and simplified in the future to increase the sample throughput 

and drastically reduce the hands-on-time of the nanoCEasy interface during long 

experiments and sequences. 

 

 

Figure 8. Automation of the nanoCEasy interface. A) Agilent G7100 CE connected to an 
Arduino microcontroller (connected to a laptop with LabView running). B) photograph of the 
automated nanoCEasy interface installed at an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos C) Screenshot of the 
LabView VI that receives the Arduino command triggered by the CE (“start” or “stop”) and then 
communicates the motor movement to the conditioning or the separation position. 
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There could still be several improvements to the interface itself which are more focused 

on product development such as a housing cabinet (more protection from surrounding 

and dust, high voltage safety) and an easily usable user interface (UI) for the 

automation. Ultimately, a more streamlined product with the chance of possible 

commercialization would increase the publicity and availability even more.  

The nanoCEasy CE-MS interface provides sensitivity and flexibility for CE-MS 

experiments in biological and biopharma applications, enabling a broad user 

community. In comparison to other commercially available interfaces, it provides an 

increased level of ease of use, a valve-like approach for liquid control in the emitter in 

combination with less risk of emitter clogging, and a fast exchange of SL and emitters. 

In this way, it is expected to spread more into academic and industrial research CE-

MS labs to support the thorough characterization of biopharmaceuticals.  
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3.2 iCIEF-MS coupling 

 

Imaged capillary isoelectric focusing (iCIEF) is currently one of the most important 

analytical methods for the characterization of charge heterogeneity in protein 

biopharmaceuticals. The standard detection technique in iCIEF is UV-absorption and 

does not provide any specific information on the kind of modification besides the pI 

value and the relative charge difference of occurring charge species. In this work, a 

preparative iCIEF-UV instrument was coupled to MS using the nanoCEasy interface to 

combine quantitative UV data of charge heterogeneity with MS data to also obtain 

knowledge about the type of modifications. The CEInfinite from AES was operated 

using standard iCIEF cartridges (AD or FC coated) and ampholytes (Pharmalyte or 

AESlyte). The nanoCEasy interface platform was slightly adapted in terms of the 

required space in front of the MS instrument to fit the needs of direct iCIEF-MS 

coupling. Several important parameters such as sample concentration, ampholyte 

concentration, and mobilization speed were investigated to find suitable parameters 

for different therapeutic mAbs. Two mAbs were investigated and intact masses from 

the main, basic, and acidic species could be determined. 

 

Different possibilities for the hyphenation of an iCIEF-UV instrument to MS were tested 

as described in manuscript II. The first and most straightforward approach was to use 

a (low flow) ESI sprayer and connect the iCIEF transfer capillary directly to it (see 

Figure 9A) but this approach did lack general ESI compatibility due to the iCIEF sample 

composition. The second described approach is depicted in Figure 9B and includes a 

microfluidic connector (t-piece) at any position of the iCIEF transfer capillary which 

allows the addition of a “make-up” liquid (organic solvent, water, and a small 

percentage of acid; composition is comparable to a sheath liquid) at a certain flow rate 

which transports the peaks towards MS and provides ESI compatibility.  
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Figure 9. Different ways of iCIEF-MS coupling. A) iCIEF transfer capillary connected to a 
conventional (low flow) ESI source. B) iCIEF transfer capillary comprises a t-piece with a 
connected sheath liquid pump.  

 

This approach includes additional connections, potential dead volumes (especially in 

the t-piece itself), and backpressure with the risk of clogging or leakages. Some 

prototypes of iCIEF cartridges with a microfluidic t-piece were tested but suffered from 

the difficulties mentioned above. Nevertheless, there are now also examples available 

utilizing this approach (Figure 9B) with a microfluidic connector in the transfer capillary. 

One advantage of this approach is, that it can be connected to any ESI-MS source, 

independently of the manufacturer and the type of source (nanoESI, low flow ESI, etc.). 

Several research groups have worked with this approach in the meantime and have 

shown successful results for iCIEF-MS coupling using a microfluidic connector. [78–

80] Although this approach adds additional steps for the development (make-up liquid 

composition, flow rate, position of the microfluidic connector, and angle of the 

microfluidic connection) is this the currently preferred approach of the instrument 

manufacturer AES due to its flexibility regarding the ESI-MS interface.  

The third suggested approach utilizing a nanoflow sheath liquid interface was the 

method of choice in manuscript II as it worked without any additional connections 

inserting the transfer capillary directly into the ESI emitter of the interface. Figure 10 

shows the iCIEF-MS setup of the CEInfinite with the nanoCEasy interface. 
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Figure 10. Schematic view of the CEInfinite including autosampler, syringe pump, and 
imaged capillary isoelectric focusing (iCIEF) cartridge coupled to mass spectrometry via the 
nanoCEasy interface. 

 

Figure 11 shows the iCIEF-UV of trastuzumab before the mobilization (left) and the MS 

signal after the mobilization (right). The obtained zones after the isoelectric focusing 

process could not be maintained and show peak broadening during the mobilization 

process.  

 

 

Figure 11. Left: iCIEF-UV of trastuzumab after the focusing process has finished. Right: BPE 
of trastuzumab after pressurized mobilization (30 nL/min). The peak profile is mirrored as the 
basic peak enters the MS first. 
 

The first possible reason for peak broadening during the mobilization is Taylor 

dispersion, increasing with longer distances and higher flow rates. Taylor dispersion 

during the pressure-driven transfer of focused peaks can cause peak broadening and 

therefore overlapping of previously (in the focusing area) separated species during MS 

detection. From the experiments, it became clear that increasing the mobilization 

speed to more than 30 nL/min would deteriorate the gained focused peak resolution 

drastically and cause a massive overlap of peaks. In addition, there is no refocusing 
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voltage during the mobilization after the peaks have left the iCIEF cartridge part where 

the cathodic vessel is connected. Refocusing voltage is a common method in 

conventional CIEF to maintain the focused peak zones. Another associated reason for 

peak broadening in the utilized set-up was therefore the transfer capillary length (total 

distance from the end of the focusing area to the emitter). The standard set-up of the 

introduced nanoCEasy interface was not developed for the shortest possible set-up as 

the usually used capillary length for CE-MS is in the range of 60-70 cm and the 

available space is not an issue. Figure 12 shows the adapted parts of the interface 

which were optimized regarding distances (except the 3D-printed ones) for the iCIEF-

MS setup. 

 

 

Figure 12. iCIEF-MS setup with nanoCEasy interface. A) Conventional nanoCEasy interface 
setup with the CEInfinite instrument. Distance #1 is instrument-limited, distances #2-#5 can be 
optimized. The total capillary length required is ca. 25 cm. B) Distance-optimized nanoCEasy 
setup for the CEInfinite. Distance #1 is instrument-limited, distances #2, #3, and #5 (interface 
parts) were adapted for shorter lengths. The total capillary length required is ca. 15 cm. 

 

Distance #1 could not be changed as it is defined by the instrument manufacturer 

(AES) and the technical assembly. Distance #1 was the length between the start of the 

transfer capillary and the housing of the iCIEF instrument (about 5 cm). A shorter 

distance #1 is suggested for future generations of this instrument to allow a distance-
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optimized set-up which will in general also save time due to shorter capillary lengths. 

The distances (#2, #3, and #5) were related to parts of the interface as the ground 

plate, optical rail, and the emitter itself. Cutting the emitter was done with a ceramic 

plate but is not recommended for general usage as the sharp cutting edge can abrase 

material from the purple emitter sleeve during insertion or form other particles which 

can cause emitter clogging.  

The technical design of the iCIEF cartridge is another possible source of peak 

broadening. There is a transition of the ID from 200 µm (50 mm focusing channel) to 

50 µm (transfer capillary) and at the same point, the electric field from the isoelectric 

focusing process ends. The change of geometry at this point from 200 µm to 50 µm 

could cause peak distortion and in addition, the available cathodic OH- from the vessel 

could affect the net charge of the passing mAb species.  

In addition, possible analyte-wall interaction or adsorption could also contribute to peak 

broadening during the mobilization process. This was mitigated by using coated 

capillaries (AD and FC), but the results showed that depending on the mAb 

(hydrophobic/hydrophilic character) specific coatings had to be used or the respective 

mAb would not be detected anymore. This observation made the requirements and 

quality of coatings in this application even more important, also for any future use. 

Depending on the coating of the focusing channel (AD or FC) there were also hybrids 

used (AD and FC for the transfer capillary; provided by AES). Depending on the type 

of coating and the quality/stability of the coating, interactions of mAb with the coating 

can impact the transfer of the focused peaks toward MS detection. The user has no 

control over the coating itself besides choosing the prefabricated cartridge with the 

respective coating composition and must test the compatibility of coatings for desired 

mAb analytes. 

Another possible parameter that could contribute to peak broadening is a residual 

electric field originating from the ESI source. This is only possible when the ESI HV 

potential is on the source (Figure 13A) as technically designed by several MS 

instrument manufacturers (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waters, Sciex) Other 

manufacturers work with grounded ESI sources (see Figure 13B) and have the ESI 

potential originating from the MS orifice (Agilent Technologies, Bruker Daltoniks). In 

the case of HV potential on the source, there is the risk of a residual electric field 

towards the iCIEF instrument having a floating ground at the cathode and conductive 
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liquid (ampholytes, mAb, potentially spacers as IDA or Arg) in the transfer capillary 

during the peak mobilization (Figure 13A). This residual electric field would have the 

opposite direction as the focusing electric field which could then cause unexpected 

changes for the focused peak zones during the transfer. There was no indication of 

such a phenomenon in the conducted experiments, however, this possibility should be 

considered in future experiments using not-grounded MS sources and high ESI 

voltages. The type of ampholyte and the concentration of ampholytes should in this 

case be of high focus during the method development.  

 

 

Figure 13. Possible iCIEF-MS voltage setups. A) iCIEF positive voltage at the anode. 
Electrospray source with voltage at electrospray needle/emitter. B) iCIEF positive voltage at 
the anode. Electrospray source with grounded electrospray needle/emitter. C) One iCIEF 
cathodic vessel with negative voltage. Exchange of anolyte (SL) is possible to allow chemical 
mobilization. 
 

There are several possible changes for the iCIEF-UV instrument CEInfinite and the 

cartridge design suggested to improve the hyphenation of this instrument to ESI-MS 

with the nanoCEasy interface. First, the cartridge mounting could be placed closer to 

the instrument housing to allow shorter transfer capillaries and therefore shorter 

distance to the MS instrument (see Figure 11 distance #1). The second suggested 

change is the HV power supply which provides at the moment up to 3 kV at the anode 

(Figure 13A) or the cathode (this can be controlled by connecting the wire to the 
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respective electrode). If the power supply could also provide a negative potential (up 

to -3 kV), the potentially opposed electric fields in certain MS instrument set-ups could 

not cause any electrophoretic or isotachophoretic peak broadening effects anymore. 

The biggest change suggestion is to remove the cathodic vessel from the iCIEF 

cartridge (see Figure 13C). The anodic vessel would stay, with a negative HV applied, 

and the sheath liquid in the emitter serves as the catholyte. Arg or any other spacer 

reagent would be needed to block the whole transfer capillary from the interface to the 

cartridge. This approach would also allow chemical mobilization by changing the SL to 

an acidic one (fast exchange of SL possible with the nanoCEasy interface). This 

suggested approach requires many changes, combines CIEF and iCIEF concepts, and 

could be a very promising solution independently of the MS instrument. If the 

nanoCEasy interface would be more widely used in the future, this could be a very 

promising approach for successful and robust iCIEF-MS coupling. 

 

Different ways exist to hyphenate an iCIEF-UV instrument to MS, however, using the 

nanoCEasy interface in a direct manner (iCIEF-MS) provided deep insight into the 

charge heterogeneity of intact therapeutic mAbs. The developed setup allowed the 

mass determination of intact basic, acidic, and main mAb variants including their 

glycosylation pattern. The isoelectric focused protein species could not be maintained 

completely during the pressure-assisted mobilization. Nevertheless, the obtained high-

quality MS spectra yielded detailed information about low abundant singly glycosylated 

mAb species and in general mass determination with high accuracy and precision. The 

utilized nanoCEasy interface provided high sensitivity as well as the prevention of 

contamination of the mass spectrometer with iCIEF matrix components. 
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3.3 Two-dimensional capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry  

Certain CE techniques require specific electrolytes to achieve the necessary 

separation efficiency and selectivity. These substances are often non-volatile and 

therefore not compatible with ESI-MS. Alternative approaches such as dilution or 

replacement of these interfering substances often represent a compromise regarding 

the separation performance and MS detection sensitivity. One way to overcome these 

difficulties is two-dimensional capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry (CE-CE-

MS). Two-dimensional separation systems are usually used to increase the peak 

capacity by the combination of two different separation selectivities. However, two 

dimensions can also be used to combine an ESI-MS incompatible separation method 

(first dimension) with an ESI-MS compatible method (second dimension). The two 

individual dimensions are connected via a nanoliter valve and desired peaks from the 

first dimension can be transferred in a heart-cut fashion. In addition, the second 

dimension can have a specific selectivity thereby increasing the separation 

performance. [81] In liquid chromatography, even more dimensions can be combined 

in one system by sophisticated technical setups using several individual pumps and 

columns. In this way, ion exchange chromatography (first dimension), followed by a 

clean-up step (second dimension) and online tryptic digestion (third dimension), and 

RPLC as the last MS-compatible fourth dimension could successfully be coupled to 

MS enabling online mAb charge variant characterization on the peptide level. [82]  

IEC and CZE are both important methods for the characterization of mAb charge 

heterogeneity, however, CZE has superior selectivity in some cases and thus, is being 

used for charge heterogeneity profiling and release testing of therapeutic mAbs. [27]  

CZE(EACA) of intact mAbs using a two-dimensional CZE-CZE-MS setup could already 

be shown by our group some time ago.[65] However, the combination of CE-based 

intact mAb charge variant separation in the first dimension and performing online 

digestion in a second dimension, coupled to MS, has not been reported so far. 

Although the in-capillary digestion approach for mAb quality control is already used for 

a few years, [73, 83] it was never reported in a two-dimensional CE-MS system. 

A CZE-CZE-MS system was set up to separate mAb charge variants in an EACA-

based BGE (first dimension) with subsequent heart-cut of specific peaks, in-capillary 

denaturation, and digestion, followed by peptide analysis with MS/MS (second 

dimension).  
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This setup is shown in Figure 14 and consists of two CE instruments, two external UV 

detectors, a nanoliter valve, and the previously presented nanoCEasy interface.  

 

 

Figure 14. Set-up of CZE(EACA)-CZE-MS/MS with in-capillary reduction and digestion. 1D: 
CZE(EACA) with UV detection at two positions in front of the 8-port valve. 2D: CZE-MS/MS 
via the nanoCEasy interface. 

 

One very important parameter in two-dimensional separation systems is the heart-cut 

timing during the first dimension. In this method, the sample was diluted with water 

prior to injection to a concentration of 1 mg/mL. This water-based injection plug 

provides a beneficial sample stacking effect that is eliminated when BGE is used as 

the sample matrix. Due to a sample stacking effect, the migration velocity was 

inhomogeneous during the separation distance from the capillary inlet to the valve. 

This effect initially caused incorrect heart-cut timings based on the theoretically 

calculated velocity with a constant voltage and one UV detector in front of the valve as 

a measuring point. Although this approach has worked well in other separation systems 

using electrokinetic injection [68], it only worked to a limited extent. One option to 

mitigate the incorrect timing was to stop the separation voltage when the peak of 

interest reached the detector window and immediately apply pressure to push the peak 

of interest into the valve loop with the known distance from the detection window to the 

valve loop. Although this approach was used in a previous work of our group [65], it 

relied heavily on a constant backpressure of the capillaries and the valve as well as 
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constant pressure output from the CE instrument. Another risk from the positioning 

approach by pressure is peak broadening from the occurring laminar flow profile. 

Adding a second UV detector in the first dimension with a specific distance to the first 

detector allowed the precise determination of the migration velocity between the two 

detection points (32.5 cm and 40.5 cm from the inlet) and at the same time a reliable 

estimation of the expected migration time from the second detection point to the valve 

loop while keeping the constant separation voltage. This peak positioning approach by 

voltage with two UV detectors demonstrated reproducible migration velocities of the 

CE method in the first dimension and reproducible heart-cut timings. Another benefit 

of having two UV detectors was the possibility to estimate the peak volumes of the 

mAb charge variant peaks in the first dimension (see Figure 15).  

 

 

Figure 15. Estimated peak volumes (blue bars). Calculated by the respective migration 
velocity obtained from two detection points with a distance of 8 cm.  

 
The estimated peak volumes were calculated by the migration velocity and the peak 

width in capillaries with known ID (50 µm). This enabled further the estimation of the 

possible peak overlap in the utilized valve rotor with a given volume of 24 nL. The 

estimated peak volumes were also used to calculate the amount of analyte in peaks 

that were cut and transferred into the second dimension. The setup using two UV 

detectors was demonstrated to be very important in the presented two-dimensional 

CE-MS approach and was applied for the first time in this context. Future two-

dimensional CE applications may consider using this approach as well and adapt it to 

their respective requirements. The CE-CE-MS setup with the two UV detectors and the 

arrangement of the UV detection cells are shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16. CE-CE-MS setup with two UV detectors. A) Two CE instruments (left and right), 
and two UV detectors (in front of CE1). The valve and the UV detection cells are located 
between the two CE instruments. The MS instrument is in the background. B) Arrangement of 
the UV detection cells in front of the valve. Item labeled with “1” is the external vial with an 
external electrode from the first dimension. The external electrode is connected to the outlet 
electrode of CE1 via a wire to close the electric circuit. 
 

The presented in-capillary digestion in the second dimension includes mAb from the 

first dimension and the digestion enzyme, both in their intact form. To avoid any protein 

adsorption to the inner capillary wall, the application of a coating reagent was 

necessary. In general, any neutral coating should work for the in-capillary digestion 

approach. However, the capillary in the second dimension had to be etched at one side 

to fit in the emitter. Etching with hydrofluoric acid adds some difficulty for already 

coated capillaries as there is the risk of damaging certain areas of the capillaries. In 

addition, the coating must be stable and reproducible. Commercially available coatings 

would have been an option from a performance point of view but would have increased 

the costs many times over and included the risk of damaging the coating. Therefore, a 

renewable static neutral capillary coating was required, adapted from other in-capillary 

digestion protocols in the literature. This coating proved to work in our setup using mAb 

and pepsin as a digestion enzyme in one-dimensional preliminary experiments. The 

coating procedure included 1M NaOH and 0.1M HCl, which are both non-desired ions 

in the ESI process and the MS interface/entrance. Another step of the coating 

procedure is the PEO solution itself which was flushed for several minutes through the 

capillary in the second dimension. Coating reagents can also interfere with the ESI 

process and tend to stick to surfaces as a part of their properties. The two-capillary 
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approach was used to control the liquid flow in the emitter and to avoid any 

contamination of the MS or the emitter tip with ESI-interfering or coating substances.  

 

The preparation for the in-capillary digestion in the second dimension included the 

injection of a digestion mix consisting of the enzyme pepsin and the reducing reagent 

TCEP. This digestion mix was injected as a large plug (~60 nL) and positioned via 

pressure in the valve loop with an overlap of ~18 nL. Initial experiments regarding the 

plug setup (either one plug only in front or behind the mAb plug or two plugs with one 

of them on each side) showed a higher digestion efficiency for the two-plug setup. The 

mixing strategy of the plugs was considered another factor contributing to the digestion 

efficiency. Electrophoretic mixing is a common option for enzymatic microreactors but 

lacks generic applicability due to the different possible mobilities of reactants.[84, 85] 

The TDLFP (transverse diffusion of laminar flow profile) methodology uses pressure to 

mix reactants and is considered to be a generic method for mixing in capillaries. [85, 

86] Using a total of three plugs (digestion mix – mAb – digestion mix) in a sandwich-

like manner (see Figure 17) was tested first in a one-dimensional and later also in the 

two-dimensional setup providing high sequence coverages.  

 

 

Figure 17. Sandwich-like plug setup in the second dimension. The capillary was filled with 
BGE, then a large plug of pepsin/TCEP mixture was injected and positioned via pressure in 
the valve loop with some overlap. The mAb peak was transferred from the first dimension in a 
heart-cut fashion. 

 

The amount of pressure, the duration of the pressure application, and the digestion 

time have to be considered and optimized for the respective setup and the utilized 

reagents. Especially the digestion time may vary strongly depending on the enzyme 

and the surrounding temperature. In the setup presented here, as little as 10 minutes 

at room temperature was sufficient for pepsin, which, except for the required acidic pH, 

is quite undemanding as far as environmental conditions are concerned. Pepsin is 

known to have a lower specificity than other commonly utilized digestion enzymes for 

peptide mapping such as trypsin or Lys-C).  

Still, more than 70% of the identified peptides could be found in two different sets of 

consecutive experiments (n=3). Independently of the specificity and reproducibility of 
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pepsin, high sequence coverages and several PTMs could be confirmed. 

Nevertheless, there were several examples where only one peptide species (non-

modified or modified) could be found, but not their respective modified or non-modified 

version which might be explained by the low specificity of pepsin or PTMs affecting the 

cleavage pattern of pepsin. In addition to the enzyme specificity, the MS method plays 

a key role in the detection of peptides. A limitation arises from the MS instrument by 

using a Top5 method, which chooses for each MS/MS cycle the five highest abundant 

m/z. Lower abundant and comigrating peptides were thus excluded with this approach. 

For future studies, an Orbitrap Tribrid Eclipse or Exploris (TopN capability and 

therefore higher MS2 frequency) for higher throughput could be an interesting 

alternative. The MS instrument method limitation could also be one reason for not 

finding any confirmed peptide pairs with ammonia-loss, dehydration, or N-terminal 

pyroGlu. Two of these PTMs, ammonia-loss, and dehydration were expected to be 

found, especially in the acidic peaks as these are common reaction products for 

deamidated peptides which could be found in several experiments. Succinimide is an 

intermediate product of the deamidation reaction from Asn. It can be formed either by 

an ammonia loss of Asn or by dehydration of Asp or isoAsp. Succinimide is very 

unstable at neutral and basic conditions as it is hydrolyzed rapidly to Asp or isoAsp.[87] 

In contrast, succinimide hydrolysis is much slower under acidic conditions and 

accumulates which allows the analysis of this unstable intermediate product.[88] 

Online digestion after charge-based separation enables allows also the analysis of the 

succinimide intermediate, as shown in several examples of multidimensional LC-MS 

approaches for therapeutic mAbs.[82, 89, 90] Considering this, the presented two-

dimensional approach using acidic conditions in combination with online digestion 

should be capable of succinimide analysis. The previously mentioned multidimensional 

approach (referred to as 4D-LC-MS) used two separation dimensions (CEX (first), 

RPLC (fourth)), one dimension for desalting, denaturing, and reduction (second), and 

a tryptic column for digestion (third). This kind of setup relies heavily on the quality and 

performance of the tryptic column, as the column age has a large impact on the 

digestion efficiency and number of miscleaveages.[90] In addition, there are certain 

challenges in the production of reliable and reproducible tryptic columns, as well as a 

low number of alternative enzymes available. The presented two-dimensional CE-MS 

provides flexibility regarding the utilized enzyme and requires only a very low amount 
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of volume due to the small capillary volumes. Alternatives to pepsin could be trypsin, 

which would require some plug and BGE optimization to keep the pH for trypsin in the 

optimal range. Nevertheless, when using an EACA-based BGE, competitive trypsin 

inhibition would remain. Other interesting enzymes would be IdeS or Kgp for middle-

up digestion and subsequent possible top-down MS strategies. For each enzyme, a 

certain effort will be required to find functional parameters, and the demonstrated proof 

of concept underlines the flexibility and capabilities of this method.  

The introduced two-dimensional CE-MS system is not only limited to the presented 

CZE(EACA) method and in-capillary digestion. Another possible method could be 

CIEF in combination with in-capillary digestion in cases where CIEF is needed due to 

superior resolution than CZE(EACA) for specific mAbs. CIEF-CZE-MS could already 

be demonstrated earlier by our group including a multi-heart cut approach for proteins. 

CIEF in combination with in-capillary digestion would possibly allow even deeper 

insights into the charge species composition of mAbs but would also add challenges 

for the selected enzyme considering the sample matrix (pH and ampholytes). A more 

sophisticated approach could be hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX) in the first 

dimension (only low amounts of deuterated BGE necessary in CE) and then perform 

the denaturation, reduction, and pepsin digestion followed by MS characterization in 

the second dimension to monitor structural characteristics of therapeutic proteins and 

mAbs.  

One of the most critical parts in the two-dimensional CE-MS system was the valve as 

the CE-CE interface which had high demands like electrical isolation and defined 

volumes. The dimension of the stator bore and the rotor loop should ideally fit with the 

CE capillary dimension of 50 µm. PEEK was chosen as a material for the stator and 

rotor, and the smallest available bore of 100 µm for the valve stator was selected. 

Going from larger ID to smaller ID harbor always the risk of clogging, which 

occasionally was the case during the 2D setup and ultimately required cleaning of the 

valve stator and rotor with ultrasonication or in some rare cases, with a 50 µm wire. 

This cleaning procedure had the risk of damaging the stator or rotor surfaces which 

would then lead to liquid leakages between the rotor and stator and compromise the 

electrical isolation characteristics. Another possibility for damaging the stator was the 

formation or introduction of particles that got stuck between the rotor and stator would 

form scratches due to the switching rotation of the valve. PEEK material provides 
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chemical stability and electrical isolation capabilities but is a rather soft material. From 

past experiences with these types of valves in several different two-dimensional CE-

MS setups and from the presented work here, the utilized stators and rotors can be 

considered as a consumable that has to be replaced from time to time to maintain their 

performance in terms of tightness. Future developments regarding a valve for two-

dimensional CE-MS could consider other materials and manufacturing techniques 

such as glass with laser-supported etching procedures. A specific type of valve 

dedicated to two-dimensional CE-MS could help to stabilize the performance and 

robustness of these sophisticated setups. 

 

The presented two-dimensional CE-MS setup using two UV detectors for precise and 

reproducible heart-cuts combined with the simultaneous in-capillary reduction and 

digestion methodology has shown promising results for the in-depth characterization 

of therapeutic mAbs. The in-capillary digestion of four different mAbs provided high 

sequence coverages of >90% using pepsin as a digestion enzyme. A low abundant 

basic variant of the NIST mAb (1.2% of the main peak) resulted in a combined 

sequence coverage of 91.5% using approximately 640 pg of this species for the in-

capillary digestion. 

The utilized nanoCEasy CE-MS interface provided the required sensitivity and 

flexibility for the analysis of mAb charge species enabling high sequence coverages. 

This proof of concept for the PTM characterization of charge-based proteins can be 

considered as an alternative approach to existing multidimensional LC-MS methods 

providing flexibility regarding the utilized digestion enzyme and the separation mode in 

the first dimension. Two-dimensional CE-MS setups have shown to be a compelling 

tool kit for the MS-based characterization of biopharmaceuticals. However, a two-

dimensional CE-MS setup requires experienced users and a lot of hands-on time which 

hampers probably the adoption of this technique in other scientific labs and institutions. 

For the future, a more automated configuration of the valve and the CE-MS interface 

would be beneficial to allow further recognition and distribution into scientific and 

industrial applications.  
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4 Summary 

 

The comprehensive characterization of biotherapeutics plays an essential role in 

pharmaceutical development and quality control. The characterization of charge 

heterogeneity is thereby of utmost importance for the efficacy and safety of mAbs. CE 

as an analytical technique includes separation modes such as CZE and CIEF, which 

provide high selectivity to charge heterogeneity of proteins and mAbs and are 

frequently applied in the scientific and biopharmaceutical sectors. However, these 

separation methods lack ESI-MS compatibility due to the required chemical 

composition with high amounts of salts or ampholytes which are necessary to achieve 

high separation performance. The identification of protein charge species and further 

localization of PTMs by CE-MS methods requires furthermore high sensitivity to detect 

occurring low abundant species. Therefore, a nanoflow sheath liquid CE-MS interface 

with a focus on sensitivity, flexibility, and ease of use was developed.  

 

Two different ways were presented to hyphenate ESI-interfering CE methods online to 

MS using this developed CE-MS interface. The first is a direct way (i.e. iCIEF-MS) with 

possible compromises regarding separation performance and sensitivity of mass 

spectrometric detection taken into account. The second way is to use a two-

dimensional CE-MS setup with two independent CE dimensions and a nanoliter valve 

as an interface, where the first dimension contains ESI-interfering substances.  

 

The novel nanoflow sheath liquid interface nanoCEasy combines sensitivity, flexibility, 

and ease of use. It was developed using transparent 3D-printed parts with the concept 

of “plug&play” to simplify the setup, handling, and troubleshooting. The nanoCEasy 

interface works with two capillaries providing a divert-valve approach for the liquid flow 

control in the emitter. This ensures maximum flexibility regarding the CE effluent 

composition toward ESI-MS and prevents emitter clogging. The concept of using 3D-

printed parts enabled a short development time and quick iterations for changes and 

improvements, as well as low costs. The robustness of the interface operation and 

flexibility regarding different applications such as peptides, small proteins, and mAb 

subunits including online recoating of the separation capillary could be shown. 
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Increasing the electrospray voltage or adapting the SL composition to higher organic 

content allowed higher CE effluents without compromising the ESI spray stability or 

sensitivity. The electrospray voltage was therefore identified as a major parameter to 

ensure the operation of the interface using CE methods with a high EOF including an 

application example of hemoglobin species separation. Further, a possible automation 

concept of the nanoCEasy interface was introduced and discussed.  

 

The preparative iCIEF-UV instrument CEInfinite was successfully coupled to two 

different MS instruments utilizing the nanoCEasy interface for the characterization of 

therapeutic mAbs. Parameters such as ampholyte concentration, sample 

concentration, and mobilization speed were investigated and optimums dependent on 

the analyte could be found. Depending on the MS instrument, different parameters 

have shown to be functional and may be optimized individually per analyte. The 

respective mAbs defined the type of iCIEF cartridge coating and additives necessary 

for successful analysis. The iCIEF-MS setup using the nanoCEasy interface was 

optimized regarding the transfer capillary length to minimize the distance between the 

iCIEF instrument and the MS instrument, as short distances showed to be beneficial 

for good maintenance of the focusing resolution during pressurized mobilization. Intact 

masses of trastuzumab charge variants could be determined with high spectra quality, 

accuracy, and precision including low abundant variants. The two-capillary approach 

of the nanoCEasy interface allowed the avoidance of unnecessary MS contamination 

during flushing phases and separation phases without analytes.  

 

A two-dimensional CE-MS setup was developed for the characterization of mAb 

charge heterogeneity on the peptide level. The first dimension comprised an MS-

incompatible charge-based CZE method for intact mAbs based on EACA with two UV 

detectors in front of the valve to enable precise and reproducible heart-cuts, an 

estimation of peak volumes, and potential peak overlap. The second, MS-compatible 

dimension, was used for an in-capillary approach combining reduction and digestion 

after the heart-cut of specific peaks, and the subsequent separation and MS/MS 

detection of the resulting peptides. The capillary of the second dimension was 

hyphenated to MS using the nanoCEasy interface which allowed online coating and 

recoating to prevent sample adsorption. In this way, distinct PTMs of unstressed and 
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stressed mAbs could be localized including several combinations of charge-related 

PTMs in one peak. Pepsin as a digestion enzyme provided reproducible peptides up 

to a certain degree. This proof-of-concept study demonstrated a large potential for the 

in-depth characterization of mAbs using CE-based methods. 
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5 Zusammenfassung 

 

Die umfassende Charakterisierung von Biotherapeutika spielt eine wesentliche Rolle 

bei deren pharmazeutischen Entwicklung und Qualitätskontrolle. Die 

Charakterisierung der Ladungsheterogenität ist dabei von größter Bedeutung für die 

Wirksamkeit und Sicherheit von monoklonalen Antikörpern. Die Kapillarelektrophorese 

als analytische Technik umfasst Trennverfahren wie CZE und CIEF, die eine hohe 

Selektivität für die Ladungsheterogenität von Proteinen und mAbs bieten und häufig 

im wissenschaftlichen und biopharmazeutischen Bereich eingesetzt werden. Diese 

Trennmethoden sind jedoch aufgrund der erforderlichen chemischen 

Zusammensetzung nicht kompatibel mit Elektrosprayionisation-Massenspektrometrie, 

da hohe Mengen an Salzen oder Ampholyten für eine hohe Trennleistung erforderlich 

sind. Die Identifizierung von Proteinladungsspezies und die weitere Lokalisierung von 

posttranslationalen Modifikationen durch CE-MS Methoden erfordert darüber hinaus 

eine hohe Empfindlichkeit, um vorkommende, wenig häufige Spezies zu erkennen. 

Daher wurde eine CE-MS Ionenquelle mit einem Schleierflüssigkeitsfluss im 

Nanoliterbereich mit Schwerpunkt auf Empfindlichkeit, Flexibilität und 

Benutzerfreundlichkeit entwickelt. 

 

Es wurden zwei verschiedene Möglichkeiten vorgestellt, Elektrospray-interferierende 

Kapillarelektrophoresemethoden mit Hilfe der entwickelten CE-MS Schnittstelle online 

auf Massenspektrometrie zu übertragen. Die erste Möglichkeit ist ein direkter Weg 

(d.h. iCIEF-MS), bei dem mögliche Kompromisse in Bezug auf die Trennleistung und 

die Empfindlichkeit des massenspektrometrischen Nachweises in Betracht gezogen 

werden müssen. Der zweite Weg ist die Verwendung eines zweidimensionalen CE-

MS Aufbaus mit zwei unabhängigen Kapillarelektrophorese Dimensionen und einem 

Nanoliter-Ventil als Schnittstelle, wobei die erste Dimension Elektrospray-

interferierende Substanzen enthält. 

 

Die neuartige CE-MS Ionenquelle mit einem Schleierflüssigkeitsfluss im 

Nanoliterbereich nanoCEasy vereint Empfindlichkeit, Flexibilität und 

Benutzerfreundlichkeit. Sie wurde unter Verwendung transparenter 3D-gedruckter 
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Teile mit dem Konzept "Plug & Play" entwickelt, um die Einrichtung, Handhabung und 

Fehlerbehebung zu vereinfachen. Die nanoCEasy Ionenquelle arbeitet mit zwei 

Kapillaren, die eine Art Umleitungsventil für die Steuerung des Flüssigkeitsflusses im 

Emitter bieten. Dies gewährleistet maximale Flexibilität hinsichtlich der 

Zusammensetzung des Flüssigkeitsflusses von der Kapillarelektrophorese für 

Elektrosprayionisation-Massenspektrometrie und verhindert gleichzeitig mögliches 

Verstopfen des Emitters. Das Konzept der Verwendung von 3D-gedruckten Teilen 

ermöglichte eine kurze Entwicklungszeit für Änderungen und Verbesserungen sowie 

niedrige Kosten. Die Robustheit der Ionenquelle und die Flexibilität in Bezug auf 

verschiedene Anwendungen wie Peptide, kleine Proteine und Antikörper-

Untereinheiten, einschließlich der Neubeschichtung von Trennkapillaren im laufenden 

Betrieb konnten gezeigt werden. Die Erhöhung der Elektrospray-Spannung oder die 

Anpassung der Schleierflüssigkeit-Zusammensetzung an einen höheren organischen 

Gehalt ermöglichte einen höheren Volumenstrom aus der Kapillarelektrophorese ohne 

Beeinträchtigung der Elektrospray-Stabilität oder der Empfindlichkeit. Die 

Elektrospray-Spannung wurde daher als ein wichtiger Parameter identifiziert, um den 

Betrieb der Ionenquelle bei Kapillarelektrophorese-Methoden mit einem hohen 

elektroosmotischen Fluss zu gewährleisten, einschließlich eines 

Anwendungsbeispiels mit der Trennung von Hämoglobinvarianten. Darüber hinaus 

wurde ein mögliches Automatisierungskonzept für die nanoCEasy-Ionenquelle 

vorgestellt und diskutiert. 

 

Das präparative iCIEF-UV Instrument CEInfinite wurde erfolgreich an zwei 

verschiedene Massenspektrometer gekoppelt, die die nanoCEasy Ionenquelle für die 

Charakterisierung von therapeutischen monoklonalen Antkörpern nutzen. Parameter 

wie die Ampholyt-Konzentration, die Probenkonzentration und die 

Mobilisierungsgeschwindigkeit wurden untersucht und Optimierungen in Abhängigkeit 

vom Analyten konnten gefunden werden. Je nach Massenspektrometer haben sich 

verschiedene Parameter als funktionell erwiesen und können für jeden Analyten 

individuell optimiert werden. Die jeweiligen Antikörper definierten die Art der inneren 

Kapillar-Beschichtung in den iCIEF-Kartuschen und die für eine erfolgreiche Analyse 

erforderlichen Additive. Der iCIEF-MS Aufbau unter Verwendung der nanoCEasy 

Ionenquelle wurde hinsichtlich der Länge der Transferkapillare optimiert, um den 
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Abstand zwischen dem iCIEF Instrument und dem Massenspektrometer zu 

minimieren, da sich kurze Abstände als vorteilhaft für eine gute Aufrechterhaltung der 

Fokussierungsauflösung während der Druckmobilisierung erwiesen. Die intakten 

Massen von Trastuzumab-Ladungsvarianten konnten mit hoher Spektrenqualität, 

Genauigkeit und Präzision bestimmt werden, einschließlich der Varianten mit geringer 

Häufigkeit. Der Zweikapillaransatz der nanoCEasy Ionenquelle ermöglichte es, 

unnötige Kontaminationen des Massenspektrometers während der Spülphasen und 

während der Trennphasen ohne Analyten zu vermeiden. 

 

Für die Charakterisierung der Ladungsheterogenität von monoklonalen Antikörpern 

auf Peptidebene wurde ein zweidimensionaler CE-MS Aufbau entwickelt. Die erste 

Dimension umfasste eine MS-inkompatible ladungsbasierte CZE-Methode für intakte 

monoklonale Antikörper auf der Grundlage von ε-Aminocapronsäure mit zwei UV-

Detektoren vor dem Ventil, um präzise und reproduzierbare Heart-cuts, eine 

Schätzung der Peakvolumina und eine potenzielle Peaküberlappung zu ermöglichen. 

Die zweite, massenspektrometrisch kompatible Dimension wurde für einen In-Kapillar-

Ansatz verwendet, der Reduktion und Verdauung nach dem Heart-cut spezifischer 

Peaks und die anschließende Trennung und MS/MS-Detektion der resultierenden 

Peptide kombiniert. Die Kapillare der zweiten Dimension wurde mit Hilfe der 

nanoCEasy Ionenquelle, die eine Online-Beschichtung und -Wiederbeschichtung zur 

Verhinderung der Probenadsorption ermöglichte, mit dem Massenspektrometer 

verbunden. Auf diese Weise konnten unterschiedliche posttranslationale 

Modifikationen von ungestressten und gestressten monoklonalen Antikörpern 

lokalisiert werden, einschließlich mehrerer Kombinationen von ladungsbezogenen 

posttranslationalen Modifikationen in einem Peak. Pepsin als Verdauungsenzym 

lieferte bis zu einem gewissen Grad reproduzierbare Peptide. Diese „Proof-of-

Concept“ Studie zeigte ein großes Potenzial für die umfassende Charakterisierung von 

monoklonalen Antikörpern mit Kapillarelektrophorese-basierten Methoden. 
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Figure S1. iCIEF-UV profile of trastuzumab (1 mg/mL). Focusing voltage: 1500 V (1 min), 3000 V (10 min). UV 

detection at 280 nm. 
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Figure S1. Photograph of the 2D-CZE-CZE-MS set-up. Left side: CZE-UV-UV (first dimension) 

connected to the valve. Bottom foreground: valve and external vials/electrode. Right side: 

CZE-MS/MS (second dimension) connected to the valve. Background: second dimension 

coupled to an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos via the nanoCEasy interface.  
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Figure S2. Compatibility of trypsin and pepsin with EACA. Blue: 0 mM EACA; Red: 50 mM 

EACA. A) 24 h offline digestion of trastuzumab with trypsin. B) 1 h offline digestion of 

trastuzumab with trypsin. C) 1 h offline digestion of trastuzumab with pepsin. 
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Figure S3. CZE(EACA)-UV data of NIST mAb (A), Trastuzumab (B), mAb 3 (C) and mAb 4 

(D). 55 (45 +10) cm capillary, 214 nm. BGE: 380 mM EACA, 2 mM TETA, 0.05% HPC, pH 5.7. 

Injection: 50 mbar for 16 s.  

 

 

 

 

Figure S4. Voltage setup and currents during the experiments. 
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Figure S5. MS2 spectra of YKCKVSNKALPAPIE (A) and YKCKVSDKALPAPIE (B). 
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Table S1 List of identified unique peptides associated with Trastuzumab (main peak) in non-stressed 

material. 

Position Peptide Chain Modification 

12-27 SASVGDRVTITCRASQ LC  

55-62 YSGVPSRF LC  

86-115 YYCQQHYTTPPTFGQGTKVEIKRTVAAPSV LC  

105-116 EIKRTVAAPSVF LC  

116-177 VTVSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAALGCLVKDYFPEPVTVSWNSGALTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

149-175 VKDYFPEPVTVSWNSGALTSGVHTFPA HC  

149-176 VKDYFPEPVTVSWNSGALTSGVHTFPAV HC  

183-236 YSLSSVVTVPSSSLGTQTYICNVNHKPSNTKVDKKVEPKSCDKTHTCPPCPAPE HC  

183-237 YSLSSVVTVPSSSLGTQTYICNVNHKPSNTKVDKKVEPKSCDKTHTCPPCPAPEL HC  

267-280 VDVSHEDPEVKFNW HC  

310-336 TVLHQDWLNGKEYKCKVSNKALPAPIE HC Deamidation [N318] 

366-375 FSCSVMHEAL HC  

366-383 FSCSVMHEALHNHYTQKS HC  

366-389 FSCSVMHEALHNHYTQKSLSLSPG HC  

367-383 SCSVMHEALHNHYTQKS HC  

 

Table S2 List of identified unique peptides associated with Trastuzumab (acidic peak #2) in stressed 

material. 

Position Peptide Chain Modification 

54-85 LYSGVPSRFSGSRSGTDFTLTISSLQPEDFAT LC  

144-153 AKVQWKVDNA LC  

167-175 DSKDSTYSL LC  

179-192 LTLSKADYEKHKVY LC  

179-195 LTLSKADYEKHKVYACE LC  

182-195 SKADYEKHKVYACE LC  

28-46 NIKDTYIHWVRQAPGKGLE HC  

28-47 NIKDTYIHWVRQAPGKGLEW HC  

34-46 IHWVRQAPGKGLE HC  

47-56 WVARIYPTNG HC Deamidation [N55] 

61-68 ADSVKGRF HC  

116-143 VTVSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTA HC  

118-144 VSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAA HC  

118-145 VSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAAL HC  

122-145 STKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAAL HC  

201-236 YICNVNHKPSNTKVDKKVEPKSCDKTHTCPPCPAPE HC  

281-296 YVDGVEVHNAKTKPRE HC  

310-336 TVLHQDWLNGKEYKCKVSNKALPAPIE HC  

322-336 YKCKVSNKALPAPIE HC Deamidation [N328] 

337-368 KTISKAKGQPREPQVYTLPPSREEMTKNQVSL HC Deamidation [N364] 

380-401 IAVEWESNGQPENNYKTTPPVL HC Deamidation [N387] 

380-401 IAVEWESNGQPENNYKTTPPVL HC  

380-407 IAVEWESNGQPENNYKTTPPVLDSDGSF HC Deamidation [N387] 

380-407 IAVEWESNGQPENNYKTTPPVLDSDGSF HC Deamidation [N392] 

380-407 IAVEWESNGQPENNYKTTPPVLDSDGSF HC  

384-401 WESNGQPENNYKTTPPVL HC Deamidation [N393] 

427-449 SCSVMHEALHNHYTQKSLSLSPG HC  
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Table S3 List of identified peptides associated with Trastuzumab (main peak) in non-

stressed material (sequence from https://genome.jp/entry/D03257). 

Position Peptide Chain Modification 

5-11 TQSPSSL LC  

12-22 SASVGDRVTIT LC  

12-23 SASVGDRVTITC LC  

12-27 SASVGDRVTITCRASQ LC  

36-46 YQQKPGKAPKL LC  

47-53 LIYSASF LC  

54-70 LYSGVPSRFSGSRSGTD LC  

54-84 LYSGVPSRFSGSRSGTDFTLTISSLQPEDFA LC  

55-62 YSGVPSRF LC  

86-112 YYCQQHYTTPPTFGQGTKVEIKRTVAA LC  

86-115 YYCQQHYTTPPTFGQGTKVEIKRTVAAPSV LC  

105-116 EIKRTVAAPSVF LC  

116-122 FIFPPSD LC  

117-124 FIFPPSDE LC  

117-126 FIFPPSDEQL LC  

118-123 IFPPSD LC  

118-124 IFPPSDE LC  

118-126 IFPPSDEQL LC  

120-126 PPSDEQL LC  

124-132 QLKSGTASV LC  

126-132 KSGTASV LC  

133-143 VCLLNNFYPRE LC  

136-143 LNNFYPRE LC  

136-148 LNNFYPREAKVQW LC  

140-161 YPREAKVQWKVDNALQSGNSQE LC  

144-161 AKVQWKVDNALQSGNSQE LC  

144-154 AKVQWKVDNAL LC  

149-161 KVDNALQSGNSQE LC  

162-172 SVTEQDSKDST LC  

162-173 SVTEQDSKDSTY LC  

162-175 SVTEQDSKDSTYSL LC  

162-178 SVTEQDSKDSTYSLSST LC  

173-179 YSLSSTL LC  

180-192 TLSKADYEKHKVY LC  

180-195 TLSKADYEKHKVYACE LC  

182-192 SKADYEKHKVY LC  

196-206 VTHQGLSSPVT LC  

196-208 VTHQGLSSPVTKS LC  

196-214 VTHQGLSSPVTKSFNRGEC LC  

4-11 LVESGGGL HC  

4-17 LVESGGGLVQPGGS HC  

4-18 LVESGGGLVQPGGSL HC  

5-17 VESGGGLVQPGGS HC  

5-18 VESGGGLVQPGGSL HC  

10-17 LVQPGGSL HC  

18-27 LRLSCAASGF HC  

19-27 RLSCAASGF HC  

27-36 FNIKDTYIHW HC  

28-36 NIKDTYIHW HC  

37-46 VRQAPGKGLE HC  

37-47 VRQAPGKGLEW HC  

37-48 VRQAPGKGLEWV HC  

47-56 WVARIYPTNG HC  

48-56 VARIYPTNG HC  

50-56 RIYPTNG HC  

57-64 YTRYADSV HC  
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60-68 YADSVKGRF HC  

69-80 TISADTSKNTAY HC  

72-80 ADTSKNTAY HC  

84-93 NSLRAEDTAV HC  

84-91 NSLRAEDT HC  

94-104 YYCSRWGGDGF HC  

95-104 YCSRWGGDGF HC  

96-104 CSRWGGDGF HC  

105-115 YAMDYWGQGTL HC  

108-115 DYWGQGTL HC  

109-115 YWGQGTL HC  

116-128 VTVSSASTKGPSV HC  

116-129 VTVSSASTKGPSVF HC  

116-135 VTVSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSS HC  

116-144 VTVSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAA HC  

116-145 VTVSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAAL HC  

116-147 VTVSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAALGC HC  

116-148 VTVSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAALGCL HC  

116-177 VTVSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAALGCLVKDYFPEPVTVSWNSGALTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

118-129 VSSASTKGPSVF HC  

122-129 STKGPSVF HC  

129-145 FPLAPSSKSTSGGTAAL HC  

130-135 PLAPSS HC  

130-145 PLAPSSKSTSGGTAAL HC  

130-144 PLAPSSKSTSGGTAA HC  

130-147 PLAPSSKSTSGGTAALGC HC  

130-148 PLAPSSKSTSGGTAALGCL HC  

148-158 LVKDYFPEPVT HC  

149-158 VKDYFPEPVT HC  

149-160 VKDYFPEPVTVS HC  

149-175 VKDYFPEPVTVSWNSGALTSGVHTFPA HC  

149-176 VKDYFPEPVTVSWNSGALTSGVHTFPAV HC  

149-177 VKDYFPEPVTVSWNSGALTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

152-158 YFPEPVT HC  

159-166 VSWNSGAL HC  

159-173 VSWNSGALTSGVHTF HC  

159-177 VSWNSGALTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

162-173 NSGALTSGVHTF HC  

162-177 NSGALTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

165-177 ALTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

166-177 LTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

167-173 TSGVHTF HC  

167-177 TSGVHTFPAVL HC  

183-188 YSLSSV HC  

183-236 YSLSSVVTVPSSSLGTQTYICNVNHKPSNTKVDKKVEPKSCDKTHTCPPCPAPE HC  

183-237 YSLSSVVTVPSSSLGTQTYICNVNHKPSNTKVDKKVEPKSCDKTHTCPPCPAPEL HC  

188-195 VTVPSSSL HC  

188-196 VVTVPSSSL HC  

188-200 VVTVPSSSLGTQT HC  

201-212 YICNVNHKPSNT HC  

201-237 YICNVNHKPSNTKVDKKVEPKSCDKTHTCPPCPAPEL HC  

225-237 KTHTCPPCPAPEL HC  

238-243 LGGPSV HC  

238-244 LGGPSVF HC  

244-254 FLFPPKPKDTL HC  

244-255 FLFPPKPKDTLM HC  

244-255 FLFPPKPKDTLM HC Oxidation [M255] 

245-254 LFPPKPKDTL HC  

245-255 LFPPKPKDTLM HC  

245-255 LFPPKPKDTLM HC Oxidation [M255] 

246-255 FPPKPKDTLM HC  
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247-254 PPKPKDTL HC  

247-255 PPKPKDTLM HC  

255-263 MISRTPEVT HC  

255-264 MISRTPEVTC HC  

256-263 ISRTPEVT HC  

256-264 ISRTPEVTC HC  

256-265 ISRTPEVTCV HC  

256-268 ISRTPEVTCVVVD HC  

265-277 VVDVSHEDPEVKF HC  

265-278 VVVDVSHEDPEVKF HC  

265-280 VVVDVSHEDPEVKFNW HC  

266-276 VVDVSHEDPEV HC  

266-280 VVDVSHEDPEVKFNW HC  

267-280 VDVSHEDPEVKFNW HC  

268-278 DVSHEDPEVKF HC  

268-280 DVSHEDPEVKFNW HC  

269-276 VSHEDPEV HC  

269-278 VSHEDPEVKF HC  

269-280 VSHEDPEVKFNW HC  

285-296 VEVHNAKTKPRE HC  

310-316 TVLHQDW HC  

310-317 TVLHQDWL HC  

310-321 TVLHQDWLNGKE HC  

310-336 TVLHQDWLNGKEYKCKVSNKALPAPIE HC  

310-336 TVLHQDWLNGKEYKCKVSNKALPAPIE HC Deamidation 
[N328] 

312-321 LHQDWLNGKE HC  

313-321 HQDWLNGKE HC  

315-321 DWLNGKE HC  

322-336 YKCKVSNKALPAPIE HC  

325-336 KALPAPIE HC  

329-336 KVSNKALPAPIE HC  

337-351 KTISKAKGQPREPQV HC  

337-359 KTISKAKGQPREPQVYTLPPSRE HC  

366-375 FSCSVMHEAL HC  

366-383 FSCSVMHEALHNHYTQKS HC  

366-389 FSCSVMHEALHNHYTQKSLSLSPG HC  

367-383 SCSVMHEALHNHYTQKS HC  

369-379 TCLVKGFYPSD HC  

372-381 VKGFYPSDIA HC  

382-393 VEWESNGQPENN HC  

384-393 WESNGQPENN HC  

384-394 WESNGQPENNY HC  

384-401 WESNGQPENNYKTTPPVL HC  

394-401 YKTTPPVL HC  

395-401 KTTPPVL HC  

402-407 DSDGSF HC  

414-425 TVDKSRWQQGNV HC  

414-426 TVDKSRWQQGNVF HC  

426-433 FSCSVMHE HC  

426-435 FSCSVMHEAL HC  

426-443 FSCSVMHEALHNHYTQKS HC  

426-449 FSCSVMHEALHNHYTQKSLSLSPG HC  

427-433 SCSVMHE HC  

427-443 SCSVMHEALHNHYTQKS HC  

431-438 HEALHNHY HC  

431-442 HEALHNHYTQKS HC  

431-443 HEALHNHYTQKSL HC  

431-448 HEALHNHYTQKSLSLSPG HC  

434-443 ALHNHYTQKS HC  

434-449 ALHNHYTQKSLSLSPG HC  
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436-443 HNHYTQKS HC  

440-449 TQKSLSLSPG HC  

444-449 LSLSPG HC  

 

Table S4 List of identified peptides associated with NIST mAb (main peak) in non-stressed 

material (sequence from NIST Report of Investigation, Reference Material 8671). 

Position Peptide Chain Modification 

3-13 QMTQSPSTLSA LC  

6-11 QSPSTL LC  

8-13 PSTLSA LC  

12-23 SASVGDRVTITC LC  

25-39 ASSRVGYMHWYQQKP LC  

38-53 KPGKAPKLLIYDTSKL LC  

39-51 PGKAPKLLIYDTS LC  

45-51 LLIYDTS LC  

46-53 LIYDTSKL LC  

49-70 DTSKLASGVPSRFSGSGSGTEF LC  

54-61 ASGVPSRF LC  

54-69 ASGVPSRFSGSGSGTE LC  

62-79 SGSGSGTEFTLTISSLQP LC  

84-120 TYYCFQGSGYPFTFGGGTKVEIKRTVAAPSVFIFPPS LC  

89-100 QGSGYPFTFGGG LC  

115-121 FIFPPSD LC  

115-124 FIFPPSDEQL LC  

116-121 IFPPSD LC  

116-124 IFPPSDEQL LC  

123-131 QLKSGTASV LC  

125-131 KSGTASV LC  

135-142 LNNFYPRE LC  

139-147 YPREAKVQW LC  

143-152 AKVQWKVDNA LC  

143-153 AKVQWKVDNAL LC  

143-160 AKVQWKVDNALQSGNSQE LC  

148-153 KVDNAL LC  

148-162 KVDNALQSGNSQESV LC  

161-174 SVTEQDSKDSTYSL LC  

172-178 YSLSSTL LC  

177-187 TLTLSKADYEK LC  

178-194 LTLSKADYEKHKVYACE LC  

179-191 TLSKADYEKHKVY LC  

181-191 SKADYEKHKVY LC  

195-205 VTHQGLSSPVT LC  

195-213 VTHQGLSSPVTKSFNRGEC LC  

5-17 RESGPALVKPTQT HC  

5-19 RESGPALVKPTQTLT HC  

16-29 QTLTLTCTFSGFSL HC  

27-34 FSLSTAGM HC  

28-34 SLSTAGM HC  

28-35 SLSTAGMS HC  

35-46 SVGWIRQPPGKA HC  

35-48 SVGWIRQPPGKALE HC  

36-46 VGWIRQPPGKA HC  

36-48 VGWIRQPPGKALE HC  

51-65 ADIWWDDKKHYNPSL HC  

53-65 IWWDDKKHYNPSL HC  

66-82 KDRLTISKDTSKNQVVL HC  

70-82 TISKDTSKNQVVL HC  

83-94 KVTNMDPADTAT HC  

93-104 ATYYCARDMIFN HC  
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106-128 YFDVWGQGTTVTVSSASTKGPSV HC  

116-129 VTVSSASTKGPSVF HC  

116-145 VTVSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAAL HC  

118-129 VSSASTKGPSVF HC  

118-144 VSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAA HC  

118-145 VSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAAL HC  

118-147 VSSASTKGPSVFPLAPSSKSTSGGTAALGC HC  

130-144 PLAPSSKSTSGGTAA HC  

130-145 PLAPSSKSTSGGTAAL HC  

130-147 PLAPSSKSTSGGTAALGC HC  

130-148 PLAPSSKSTSGGTAALGCL HC  

135-142 LNNFYPRE HC  

135-147 LNNFYPREAKVQW HC  

148-158 LVKDYFPEPVT HC  

149-158 VKDYFPEPVT HC  

159-166 VSWNSGAL HC  

159-173 VSWNSGALTSGVHTF HC  

159-177 VSWNSGALTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

159-182 VSWNSGALTSGVHTFPAVLQSSGL HC  

162-177 NSGALTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

165-177 ALTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

166-177 LTSGVHTFPAVL HC  

167-177 TSGVHTFPAVL HC  

178-182 QSSGL HC  

183-200 YSLSSVVTVPSSSLGTQT HC  

188-196 VVTVPSSSL HC  

188-200 VVTVPSSSLGTQT HC  

189-196 VTVPSSSL HC  

190-196 TVPSSSL HC  

201-212 YICNVNHKPSNT HC  

192-200 PSSSLGTQT HC  

192-206 PSSSLGTQTYICNVN HC  

225-237 KTHTCPPCPAPEL HC  

238-243 LGGPSV HC  

238-244 LGGPSVF HC  

244-254 FLFPPKPKDTL HC  

244-255 FLFPPKPKDTLM HC 1xOxidation [M12] 

244-255 FLFPPKPKDTLM HC  

245-254 LFPPKPKDTL HC  

245-255 LFPPKPKDTLM HC 1xOxidation [M11] 

245-255 LFPPKPKDTLM HC  

247-254 PPKPKDTL HC  

247-255 PPKPKDTLM HC  

255-263 MISRTPEVT HC  

255-264 MISRTPEVTC HC  

256-265 FPPKPKDTLM HC  

256-263 ISRTPEVT HC  

256-264 ISRTPEVTC HC  

256-265 ISRTPEVTCV HC  

264-268 CVVVD HC  

265-278 VVVDVSHEDPEVKF HC  

265-280 VVVDVSHEDPEVKFNW HC  

266-276 VVDVSHEDPEV HC  

266-278 VVDVSHEDPEVKF HC  

266-280 VVDVSHEDPEVKFNW HC  

267-280 VDVSHEDPEVKFNW HC  

268-278 DVSHEDPEVKF HC  

268-280 DVSHEDPEVKFNW HC  

269-276 VSHEDPEV HC  

269-278 VSHEDPEVKF HC  

269-280 VSHEDPEVKFNW HC  
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281-296 YVDGVEVHNAKTKPRE HC  

285-296 VEVHNAKTKPRE HC  

294-305 PREEQYNSTYRV HC  

304-313 RVVSVLTVLH HC  

310-314 TVLHQ HC  

310-316 TVLHQDW HC  

310-317 TVLHQDWL HC  

310-321 TVLHQDWLNGKE HC  

312-321 LHQDWLNGKE HC  

313-321 HQDWLNGKE HC  

315-321 DWLNGKE HC  

318-336 NGKEYKCKVSNKALPAPIE HC  

322-336 YKCKVSNKALPAPIE HC 1xDeamidated [N7] 

322-336 YKCKVSNKALPAPIE HC  

325-336 KVSNKALPAPIE HC  

329-336 KALPAPIE HC  

337-351 KTISKAKGQPREPQV HC  

337-359 KTISKAKGQPREPQVYTLPPSRE HC  

337-368 KTISKAKGQPREPQVYTLPPSREEMTKNQVSL HC  

352-356 YTLPP HC  

352-359 YTLPPSRE HC  

359-367 EMTKNQVSL HC  

359-368 EMTKNQVSLT HC  

369-379 TCLVKGFYPSD HC  

371-379 LVKGFYPSD HC  

372-379 VKGFYPSD HC  

372-380 VKGFYPSDI HC  

372-381 VKGFYPSDIA HC  

380-401 IAVEWESNGQPENNYKTTPPVL HC  

380-401 IAVEWESNGQPENNYKTTPPVL HC 1xDeamidated [N] 

380-407 IAVEWESNGQPENNYKTTPPVLDSDGSF HC  

382-393 VEWESNGQPENN HC  

384-393 WESNGQPENN HC  

384-394 WESNGQPENNY HC  

384-401 WESNGQPENNYKTTPPVL HC  

394-401 YKTTPPVL HC  

395-401 KTTPPVL HC  

402-407 DSDGSF HC  

414-425 TVDKSRWQQGNV HC  

414-426 TVDKSRWQQGNVF HC  

426-433 FSCSVMHE HC  

426-450 FSCSVMHEALHNHYTQKSLSLSPGK HC 1xLys-loss [C-
Term] 

427-433 SCSVMHE HC  

427-439 SCSVMHEALHNHY HC  

427-450 SCSVMHEALHNHYTQKSLSLSPGK HC 1xLys-loss [C-
Term] 

432-439 HEALHNHY HC  

432-443 HEALHNHYTQKS HC  

432-444 HEALHNHYTQKSL HC  

432-450 HEALHNHYTQKSLSLSPGK HC 1xLys-loss [C-
Term] 

434-443 ALHNHYTQKS HC  

434-450 ALHNHYTQKSLSLSPGK HC 1xLys-loss [C-
Term] 

436-443 HNHYTQKS HC  

436-450 HNHYTQKSLSLSPGK HC 1xLys-loss [C-
Term] 

440-450 TQKSLSLSPGK HC 1xLys-loss [C-
Term] 

444-450 LSLSPGK HC 1xLys-loss [C-
Term] 

445-450 SLSPGK HC 1xLys-loss [C-
Term] 
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